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Case information

Product

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.7

Hostname 

ntcs-dev64-5.davis-eng.com

Description

What problem/issue/behavior are you having trouble with?  What do you expect to see?
We have our own App (X-Windows, OpenGL) running multiple instances of a missile fly-in simulation, and whenever we
lock the screen we observer a significant drop in CPU usage.

Where are you experiencing the behavior? What environment?
gdm

When does the behavior occur? Frequency? Repeatedly? At certain times?
sometimes it takes a few iterations (lock, unlock) and then it ceases.  other times, we have to leave the screen unlocked
indefinitely (2 days to finish the fly-ins).

What information can you provide around timeframes and the business impact?
The resulting loss in CPU usage results in the job taking 2-3 times longer to complete (if not noticed), and leaving the
screen unlocked is a security breach.
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Clark, Brandon Mon, May 17, 2021, 11:12:28 AM EDT

Hello again,

From my personal experience, you should be able to observe links for opening up support tickets on the Enterprise Support

section of their website. There should also be a live chat feature accessible as well.

In regards to frambuffer objects, I am looking into seeing if I can create a simple application in C( or C++) that can

perform rendering functions in the background using framebuffer_object.

Finally, do you recall the minor version of RHEL 7 that was used prior to upgrading to a version that was experiencing

this issue? I am unable to observe this in the case.

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

Reply
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https://access.redhat.com/support/cases/#/case/02689702/discussion?commentId=a0a2K00000aWW9IQAW


Vaitekunas, David Fri, May 14, 2021, 4:34:46 PM EDT

I’d like to add the following notes:

1.   Our application (xntcs) does not use CUDA in anyway, it’s a straight-up X-Windows/Motif App (originating on the SGI)

using OpenGL through the GLX widget set.

2.  All our rendering is done using the EXT_Framebuffer_object extension (

).  In other words, all our CPU/GPU processing is done off-screen, therefore it should not be

affected by locking the screen.

3.  The two machines affected did not exhibit this behaviour prior to the fresh install of rhel8.3.  One still had rhel6,

the other had an ’early’ install of rhel7.  I say ’early’ install of rhel7 because a newer machine started with a later

fresh install of rhel7, and it exhibited this same behaviour (low CPU usage when the screen was locked) -- in fact it was

that newer machine running rhel7 that spawned this ticket almost 1-year ago (27 June 2020).  The two machines affected

always had regular ’yum updates’ so they would have had the latest updates to rhel6.x and rhel7.x

Question:  if you know how to open a ’ticket’ with NVIDIA, I’d love to hear about it.  There support pages just seem to

take you through an endless circle.  I would hope that you have a direct line to the backline Engineers at NVIDIA, since

this is a commercial distribution of Linux.

https://www.khronos.org/opengl

/wiki/Framebuffer_Object

Reply

Clark, Brandon Fri, May 14, 2021, 4:09:09 PM EDT

Hello,

A remote meeting through Microsoft Teams may not be needed in this particular instance. Speaking with our backline

engineers and senior frontline engineers, how the program behaves in the background would matter more than the foreground

actions. For instance, if the application utilizes CUDA in any capacity. If it does, reaching out to NVidia, parallel to

this case while we are attempting to reproduce with CUDA on our end, would be advised.

They did mention to me that, when the screen is locked, the OS does not render any graphical output as the gnome-shell

session is not observable, which can lower the CPU utilization. They did, however, note that the degree that the CPU

utilization drops is unusual.

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Fri, May 14, 2021, 12:20:47 PM EDT

Indeed, the xntcs is an infrared anti-ship missile engagement simulation software.  When the CPU usage is up above 95%,

the GPU usage on a GeForce RTX 2070 is on average around 82%.  When the CPU usage drops (with the screen locked), the GPU

usage drops to around 20-25%.

If you like, I can arrange a Microsoft Teams meeting and I can share the screen and access to the machine (via vnc).

Reply
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Clark, Brandon Fri, May 14, 2021, 10:47:05 AM EDT

Hello again,

Barring the third-party packages, I observed that your package list was more or less the base 8.3 package version. As

such, I then proceeded to update the system to the latest available versions. I also installed the NVidia driver

successfully. That being said, when running the CPU intensive openssl command, I was still unable to observe a drop in CPU

usage after 9-10 min.

At the Start:

top - 10:14:07 up 16:05,  2 users,  load average: 3.53, 1.12, 0.42

Tasks: 319 total,  10 running, 309 sleeping,   0 stopped,   0 zombie

%Cpu(s): 99.5 us,  0.2 sy,  0.0 ni,  0.0 id,  0.0 wa,  0.2 hi,  0.0 si,  0.0 st

MiB Mem :   7634.5 total,   4066.7 free,   2038.4 used,   1529.4 buff/cache

MiB Swap:   7956.0 total,   7956.0 free,      0.0 used.   5214.7 avail Mem

PID USER      PR  NI    VIRT    RES    SHR S  %CPU  %MEM     TIME+ COMMAND

15656 test      20   0   19260    624      4 R 100.0   0.0   0:31.18 openssl

15657 test      20   0   19260    624      4 R 100.0   0.0   0:30.91 openssl

15658 test      20   0   19260    624      4 R 100.0   0.0   0:31.19 openssl

15652 test      20   0   19260    624      4 R  99.7   0.0   0:31.14 openssl

15655 test      20   0   19260    624      4 R  99.7   0.0   0:31.23 openssl

15659 test      20   0   19260    624      4 R  99.3   0.0   0:30.97 openssl

15654 test      20   0   19260    624      4 R  98.7   0.0   0:30.88 openssl

15653 test      20   0   19260    624      4 R  98.3   0.0   0:30.71 openssl

2658 test      20   0 3844460 401428 119888 R   0.7   5.1   1:08.27 gnome-s+

14600 test      20   0   65512   5144   4272 R   0.7   0.1   0:00.83 top

15511 test      20   0 2989008 286136 184880 S   0.7   3.7   0:06.78 Web Con+

2772 root      20   0  205216  32668  10728 S   0.3   0.4   0:47.40 sssd_kcm

14470 test      20   0  631812  44116  29212 S   0.3   0.6   0:01.91 gnome-t+

1 root      20   0  245776  14516   9336 S   0.0   0.2   0:02.15 systemd

2 root      20   0       0      0      0 S   0.0   0.0   0:00.02 kthreadd

3 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 rcu_gp

4 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 rcu_par+

NOTE: As the system only has 8 cores, the entire CPU was maxed out for the application.

Shortly before I stopped the application:

top - 10:25:42 up 16:17,  2 users,  load average: 8.00, 7.40, 4.49

Tasks: 312 total,   9 running, 303 sleeping,   0 stopped,   0 zombie

%Cpu(s): 99.2 us,  0.5 sy,  0.0 ni,  0.0 id,  0.0 wa,  0.2 hi,  0.0 si,  0.0 st

MiB Mem :   7634.5 total,   4560.3 free,   1654.9 used,   1419.4 buff/cache

MiB Swap:   7956.0 total,   7956.0 free,      0.0 used.   5701.5 avail Mem

PID USER      PR  NI    VIRT    RES    SHR S  %CPU  %MEM     TIME+ COMMAND

15658 test      20   0   19368   3324   2596 R 100.0   0.0  12:04.47 openssl

15652 test      20   0   19368   3316   2596 R 100.0   0.0  12:04.86 openssl

15655 test      20   0   19368   3320   2596 R 100.0   0.0  12:05.25 openssl

15656 test      20   0   19368   3320   2596 R 100.0   0.0  12:04.52 openssl

15654 test      20   0   19368   3320   2596 R  99.7   0.0  12:04.66 openssl

15657 test      20   0   19368   3320   2596 R  99.7   0.0  12:04.18 openssl

15659 test      20   0   19368   3320   2596 R  99.7   0.0  12:04.87 openssl

15653 test      20   0   19372   3320   2596 R  99.0   0.0  12:03.64 openssl

2658 test      20   0 3807916 375360 119888 S   0.3   4.8   1:10.28 gnome-s+

1 root      20   0  245776  14516   9336 S   0.0   0.2   0:02.17 systemd

2 root      20   0       0      0      0 S   0.0   0.0   0:00.02 kthreadd

3 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 rcu_gp
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4 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 rcu_par+

6 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 kworker+

9 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 mm_perc+

10 root      20   0       0      0      0 S   0.0   0.0   0:00.02 ksoftir+

11 root      20   0       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:01.31 rcu_sch+

Now, that being said, this application is CPU intensive but not GPU. Is the application you are observing having CPU drop

a graphically intensive application?

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Thu, May 13, 2021, 2:19:25 PM EDT

You might want to leave your test program (openssl) running for a while, checking top intermittently since I did fall into

the trap of thinking I solved this more than once, only to find out it went to sleep at a later time.  Obviously, if it

goes to sleep right away not a problem because it won’t come back, but just because over a minute or so it seems to be

holding itself is not long enough to claim victory, if you know what i mean.

Reply

Clark, Brandon Thu, May 13, 2021, 1:35:56 PM EDT

Hello again,

I’ve been experiencing getting my system working properly with the NVidia proprietary driver on a system with a Quadro RTX

6000, so the below information regards using the nouveau drivers

On the 8.3 packages from a fresh install, I was not able to reproduce the behavior. I used the following command to

generate the CPU usage:

$ openssl speed -multi $(grep -ci processor /proc/cpuinfo)

Here is the top output when the screen was unlocked.

top - 13:30:07 up  1:55,  2 users,  load average: 2.23, 1.70, 0.84

Tasks: 312 total,   9 running, 303 sleeping,   0 stopped,   0 zombie

%Cpu(s): 99.9 us,  0.0 sy,  0.0 ni,  0.0 id,  0.0 wa,  0.1 hi,  0.0 si,  0.0 st

MiB Mem :   7632.5 total,   3708.2 free,   1671.4 used,   2253.0 buff/cache

MiB Swap:   7956.0 total,   7956.0 free,      0.0 used.   5649.1 avail Mem

PID USER      PR  NI    VIRT    RES    SHR S  %CPU  %MEM     TIME+ COMMAND

44797 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   0:13.53 openssl

44798 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   0:13.53 openssl

44799 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   0:13.51 openssl

44800 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   0:13.53 openssl

44802 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   0:13.51 openssl

44795 test      20   0   19260    636     16 R  99.7   0.0   0:13.52 openssl

44796 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R  99.7   0.0   0:13.50 openssl

44801 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R  99.7   0.0   0:13.52 openssl
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44474 test      20   0  518880  38760  28308 S   0.3   0.5   0:00.36 gnome-t+

1 root      20   0  245940  14800   9244 S   0.0   0.2   0:02.42 systemd

2 root      20   0       0      0      0 S   0.0   0.0   0:00.01 kthreadd

3 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 rcu_gp

4 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 rcu_par+

6 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 kworker+

9 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 mm_perc+

10 root      20   0       0      0      0 S   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 ksoftir+

11 root      20   0       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.60 rcu_sch+

With it locked, similar behavior:

top - 13:30:58 up  1:56,  2 users,  load average: 5.54, 2.69, 1.22

Tasks: 311 total,   9 running, 302 sleeping,   0 stopped,   0 zombie

%Cpu(s): 99.9 us,  0.0 sy,  0.0 ni,  0.0 id,  0.0 wa,  0.1 hi,  0.0 si,  0.0 st

MiB Mem :   7632.5 total,   3707.8 free,   1671.8 used,   2253.0 buff/cache

MiB Swap:   7956.0 total,   7956.0 free,      0.0 used.   5648.7 avail Mem

PID USER      PR  NI    VIRT    RES    SHR S  %CPU  %MEM     TIME+ COMMAND

44797 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   1:04.62 openssl

44798 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   1:04.61 openssl

44799 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   1:04.56 openssl

44800 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   1:04.55 openssl

44801 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   1:04.61 openssl

44802 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R 100.0   0.0   1:04.59 openssl

44795 test      20   0   19260    636     16 R  99.7   0.0   1:04.61 openssl

44796 test      20   0   19260    640     16 R  99.7   0.0   1:04.51 openssl

6951 test      20   0 4141272 187644  97324 S   0.3   2.4   0:13.99 gnome-s+

44684 test      20   0   65516   5172   4300 R   0.3   0.1   0:00.16 top

1 root      20   0  245940  14800   9244 S   0.0   0.2   0:02.42 systemd

2 root      20   0       0      0      0 S   0.0   0.0   0:00.01 kthreadd

3 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 rcu_gp

4 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 rcu_par+

6 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 kworker+

9 root       0 -20       0      0      0 I   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 mm_perc+

10 root      20   0       0      0      0 S   0.0   0.0   0:00.00 ksoftir+

At this time, I am updating the system to the package versions you have provided and will update after my testing with

these versions. I shall also test with the absolute latest packages for 8.3 as well.

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Wed, May 12, 2021, 10:28:39 PM EDT

I also disabled Wayland trying to get x11vnc up and running.  Probably, I can enable it now that I’ve identified the

source of the problem.

Confirm using X11:

[david@ntcs_dev64-4 ~]$ echo $XDG_SESSION_TYPE

x11

Reply
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Clark, Brandon Wed, May 12, 2021, 5:12:52 PM EDT

Hello again,

Thank you for the clarification. I had one more question regarding the setup of the system as I am configuring my test

machine. Are you utilizing Wayland on the machines? You can determine if you are using either Wayland or X11 with the

following command:

$ echo $XDG_SESSION_TYPE

I am testing with both Xorg and Wayland, but want to confirm which of the two you are using.

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Wed, May 12, 2021, 12:25:07 PM EDT

I installed tigervnc because I was having trouble launching x11vnc remotely (using ssh), but that didn’t resolve things.

I only discovered yesterday what the problem was to launch x11vnc remotely:  the $DISPLAY is set to :1.0 on both these

machines running rhel8.3.  Using this value with the -display option:

x11vnc -auth /home/david/.Xauthority -display :1.0

allows me to launch x11vnc through an ssh terminal, and then use Ultra VNC (under Windows) to access the desktop (i.e.,

unlock / lock the display, launch our scenario scheduler software to run the multiple instances of xntcs).  I assume would

be the same for tigervnc.

I pretty much followed most of the steps in the solutions you referenced,

but I did not bother to map a specific port to my user (since I am the only one using VNC on the machine).   I currently

have it configured to use the default port (5900).  Here’s my current firewall configuration:

[david@ntcs_dev64-4 api-scn]$ sudo firewall-cmd --list-all

[sudo] password for david:

public (active)

target: default

icmp-block-inversion: no

interfaces: enp5s0

sources:

services: cockpit dhcpv6-client ssh vnc-server

ports: 5900/tcp 6002/tcp

protocols:

masquerade: no

forward-ports:

source-ports:

icmp-blocks:

rich rules:

I also thought that leaving x11vnc running (-forever) on the machine desktop might be influencing the slow-down, but even

after ceasing all instances of x11vnc, I still experienced the slow-down after locking the screens.

I believe tuned is turned on.  Here’s a snippet of /var/log/tuned/tuned.log:

https://access.redhat.com/solutions/5544351
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2021-05-10 14:57:26,928 INFO     tuned.profiles.loader: loading profile: throughput-performance

2021-05-10 14:57:26,930 INFO     tuned.daemon.daemon: starting tuning

2021-05-10 14:57:26,955 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: instance cpu: assigning devices cpu5, cpu10, cpu1, cpu3, cpu0, cpu2,

cpu7, cpu9, cpu8, cpu4, cpu11, cpu6

2021-05-10 14:57:26,957 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: We are running on an x86 GenuineIntel platform

2021-05-10 14:57:26,961 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: intel_pstate detected

2021-05-10 14:57:26,969 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: instance disk: assigning devices sdc, sda, sdb

2021-05-10 14:57:26,971 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu5’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,971 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu10’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,972 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu1’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,972 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu3’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,973 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu0’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,973 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu2’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,973 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu7’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,974 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu9’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,974 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu8’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,974 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu4’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,975 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu11’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,975 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu6’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,983 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu5’

2021-05-10 14:57:26,993 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu10’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,003 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu1’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,012 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu3’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,021 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu0’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,032 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu2’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,046 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu7’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,054 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu9’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,062 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu8’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,071 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu4’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,083 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu11’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,092 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu6’

2021-05-10 14:57:27,094 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_sysctl: reapplying system sysctl

2021-05-10 14:57:27,094 INFO     tuned.daemon.daemon: static tuning from profile ’throughput-performance’ applied

2021-05-11 13:45:56,213 INFO     tuned.daemon.controller: terminating controller

2021-05-11 13:45:56,213 INFO     tuned.daemon.daemon: stopping tuning

2021-05-11 13:45:56,269 INFO     tuned.daemon.daemon: terminating Tuned due to system shutdown / reboot

2021-05-11 13:45:56,276 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu5’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,281 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu10’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,285 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu1’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,289 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to
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’normal’ on cpu ’cpu3’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,293 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu0’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,297 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu2’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,301 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu7’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,306 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu9’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,310 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu8’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,315 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu4’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,319 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu11’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,323 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’normal’ on cpu ’cpu6’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,324 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu5’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,324 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu10’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,324 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu1’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,324 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu3’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,325 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu0’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,325 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu2’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,325 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu7’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,326 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu9’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,326 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu8’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,326 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu4’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,326 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu11’

2021-05-11 13:45:56,327 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu6’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,793 INFO     tuned.daemon.application: dynamic tuning is globally disabled

2021-05-11 13:46:59,798 INFO     tuned.daemon.daemon: using sleep interval of 1 second(s)

2021-05-11 13:46:59,800 INFO     tuned.profiles.loader: loading profile: throughput-performance

2021-05-11 13:46:59,805 INFO     tuned.daemon.controller: starting controller

2021-05-11 13:46:59,805 INFO     tuned.daemon.daemon: starting tuning

2021-05-11 13:46:59,817 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: instance cpu: assigning devices cpu0, cpu2, cpu9, cpu3, cpu10, cpu11,

cpu4, cpu8, cpu6, cpu7, cpu1, cpu5

2021-05-11 13:46:59,819 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: We are running on an x86 GenuineIntel platform

2021-05-11 13:46:59,823 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: intel_pstate detected

2021-05-11 13:46:59,830 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: instance disk: assigning devices sda, sdb, sdc

2021-05-11 13:46:59,833 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu0’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,833 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu2’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,834 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu9’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,834 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu3’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,834 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu10’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,835 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu11’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,835 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu4’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,835 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu8’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,836 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu6’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,836 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu7’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,837 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu1’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,837 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: setting governor ’performance’ on cpu ’cpu5’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,842 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu0’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,848 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to
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’performance’ on cpu ’cpu2’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,853 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu9’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,859 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu3’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,864 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu10’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,870 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu11’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,875 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu4’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,880 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu8’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,886 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu6’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,892 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu7’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,897 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu1’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,903 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_cpu: energy_perf_bias successfully set to ’performance’ on cpu

’cpu5’

2021-05-11 13:46:59,905 INFO     tuned.plugins.plugin_sysctl: reapplying system sysctl

2021-05-11 13:46:59,905 INFO     tuned.daemon.daemon: static tuning from profile ’throughput-performance’ applied

2021-05-12 12:15:40,227 INFO     tuned.daemon.daemon: verifying profile(s): throughput-performance

2021-05-12 12:15:40,229 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu0: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,230 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu2: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,230 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu9: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,231 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu3: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,231 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu10: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,231 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu11: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,232 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu4: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,232 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu8: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,233 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu6: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,233 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu7: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,233 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu1: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,234 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu5: ’governor’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,240 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu0: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,245 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu2: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,250 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu9: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,256 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu3: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,262 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu10: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’
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2021-05-12 12:15:40,268 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu11: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,274 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu4: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,279 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu8: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,285 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu6: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,290 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu7: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,295 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu1: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,300 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: device cpu5: ’energy_perf_bias’ = ’performance’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,302 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: ’kernel.sched_min_granularity_ns’ = ’’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,302 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: ’kernel.sched_wakeup_granularity_ns’ = ’’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,302 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: ’vm.dirty_ratio’ = ’40’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,302 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: ’vm.dirty_background_ratio’ = ’10’

2021-05-12 12:15:40,303 INFO     tuned.plugins.base: verify: passed: ’vm.swappiness’ = ’10’

10000000

15000000

Reply

Clark, Brandon Wed, May 12, 2021, 11:05:44 AM EDT

Hello again,

From the rpm -qa output, it appears that, in addition to the third-party x11vnc package, you also have the tigervnc-server

package as well. Does this behavior occur as well when using the tigervnc server instead of the x11vnc server? I have the

following article for tigervnc in 8.3:

Are there any changes to the default vncserver configuration in RHEL8.3?

In addition, in regards to my testing, I am performing this on two separate machines. One shall have a Nvidia card

utilized with it’s driver and the other will be running it’s graphics solely from onboard video. I specifically mention

this as I want to observe if a CPU-throttling power-saving function may be occurring.

Finally, was ’tuned’ being utilized on this server as well?

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

https://access.redhat.com/solutions/5544351
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Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 6:14:48 PM EDT

Actually xfce displays the same behavior -- CPU usage drops if the screensaver or lock-screen are active.  So for now, I’m

turning off the display and leaving the login unlocked.  This really needs to get fixed.

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 6:01:56 PM EDT

Another observation:  if I leave x11vnc running (I had to do this, since I was unable to launch it through ssh), after

some time the CPU usage also dropped (even with xfce) but ramped back up when I shutdown x11vnc.

Now, I’ve sorted out the problem with launching x11vnc:  for some reason, the DISPLAY get set to ":1.0" on the main

display where I am logged in (i.e., output from echo $DISPLAY in a shell on the actual machine).  Now, that I’ve sorted

this out I will only launch x11vnc when I need to launch a job, etc otherwise, I will leave it locked and only check the

status through a simple shell.

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 3:51:35 PM EDT

The list (rpmqa.out) is uploaded.

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 3:51:17 PM EDT

Attached file to this case.rpmqa.out (63.1 kB)

SHA-256

Description SaveCancel

c029f06b12fb52f567c4d23e0c54b7479c26736a235a37f8455a0773d1ef3dda 

Delete
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Clark, Brandon Tue, May 11, 2021, 3:47:53 PM EDT

Hello again,

An additional:

To ensure that I am reproducing as accurate as possible, can you provide a list of all the currently installed packages on

the system?

$ rpm -qa > rpmqa.out

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

Reply

Clark, Brandon Tue, May 11, 2021, 3:46:07 PM EDT

Hello again,

At this particular time, I am looking into attempting to reproduce this behavior on physical hardware. This will take a

bit of time for me to configure the system for testing purposes and implement the test itself. I shall update the case

once my testing has concluded. In the meantime, please let me know if you have any questions.

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 1:53:57 PM EDT

It is definitely a gnome specific issue, since I just switched to xfce and it locks no-problem without any degradation in

CPU usage.

Of course, it’s not as ’fancy’ as gnome (i.e., no overview of all the xntcs graphical windows running simultaneously), but

at least I don’t have to leave it unlocked to keep the CPU usage at a maximum.

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 12:10:26 PM EDT

Even more interesting.  If I mouse click on the ’locked screen’ (using VNC), the CPU usage comes right back up for a

certain period of time, then they start to go back to sleep again (i.e., it’s not sustained).

Also, I’ve repeated the test now at least 20 times (unlocking, re-lock) and have been unable to now sustain the CPU usage

-- the chances of getting this to lock (sustained) are very low...
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Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 11:49:03 AM EDT

This is exactly how I’ve been monitoring the system:

1.  ssh into the machine and run top.

2.  as long as the gnome desktop is ’unlocked’, the 10 instances of our software (xntcs) are running at > 90% CPU (10 of

12 physical cores)

(NVIDIA GPU usage at >80%)  -- see attached files (*.._unlocked.png)

3.  as soon as I lock the gnome desktop (i.e, for security reasons), the 10 instances of xntcs all go into a fluctuating

state (most showing ’S’ and ~30% usage on average) -- see attached (*...locked.png).

Just by chance, while collecting these screen shots, one instance of ’locking’ sustained itself at least for the 10mins or

so that I watched it, so it does appear that if I repeat the sequence (with very little latency between selecting the

’lock’ icon and actually pressing it), I can manage to get the CPUs to sustain themselves but as you can imagine this will

be very difficult to achieve (i.e. little or no latency) if I’m using VNC over a VPN connection.

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 11:48:28 AM EDT

Attached file to this case.nvidia-smi-gnome-unlocked.png (53.9 kB)

SHA-256

Description SaveCancel

98b81aeb4186a61f0bc6683886a520103e72c24e56efa0096c774985e10c9318 

Delete

Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 11:48:25 AM EDT

Attached file to this case.top-gnome-unlocked.png (43.5 kB)

SHA-256

Description SaveCancel

1441f396dd59438d65d1c5c5e5490d136bdde28a44fc4dedbad448e5abcc8508 

Delete
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Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 11:48:23 AM EDT

Attached file to this case.top-gnome-locked.png (56.0 kB)

SHA-256

Description SaveCancel

32831bd1c714e022fd3d3c33960745912fd34b3085fbfd05553ec7d067aa10b9 

Delete

Vaitekunas, David Tue, May 11, 2021, 11:48:21 AM EDT

Attached file to this case.nvidia-smi-gnome-locked.png (30.3 kB)

SHA-256

Description SaveCancel

7e921c3cd9071ac30b17afda36a885337d851c1ba412532688b395f7eb54c95a 

Delete

Wright, Joe Tue, May 11, 2021, 9:27:44 AM EDT

Greetings,

Do you see any one specific process tying up the CPU while the screen lock is engaged? You will have to discern this by

SSHing to the system while the screen is locked.

Thanks and have a great day!

Best Regards,

Joe Wright, RHCE RHCVA

Software Maintenance Engineer, Desktop/Tools Team

Customer Experience & Engagement - North America

Red Hat, Inc

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8. Any Cloud. Any Workload. One OS.

https://www.redhat.com/en/enterprise-linux-8
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Vaitekunas, David Mon, May 10, 2021, 2:59:16 PM EDT

I recently upgraded two machines (ntcs_dev64-3, ntcs_dev64-4) to rhel8.3, and both these machines now exhibit the same

behavior:

whenever I lock the screen, the CPU usage on a number of instances of our software (xntcs) drops by to an overall average

of 30% of what it is when the screen is unlocked.

I’ve explored various options in the Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux-8-Monitoring_and_managing_system_status_and_performance-en-

US.pdf:  was originally set to the ’throughput-performance’ profile, and I changed this to the ’hpc-compute’ profile, but

no effect (i.e., CPU usage on these ’active’ busy processes still slows down when screen locked).  I also tried

’accelerator-performance’ and that too had no effect.

This really appears to be related to gnome itself, and what transpires when the login is ’locked’.  This should be easily

reproducible.

Reply

Wright, Joe Tue, Jul 21, 2020, 12:23:28 PM EDT

Greetings,

Thank you for the update. We will continue to stand by.

Thanks and have a great day!

Best Regards,

Joe Wright, RHCE RHCVA

Software Maintenance Engineer, Desktop/Tools Team

Customer Experience & Engagement - North America

Red Hat, Inc

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8. Any Cloud. Any Workload. One OS.

https://www.redhat.com/en/enterprise-linux-8

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Sun, Jul 19, 2020, 1:39:25 PM EDT

Had problems connecting with NVIDIA.  I submitted a question through their only customer portal:

but got nothing to confirm they received anything.  Just finished a live chat, and

managed to upload a copy of both my RedHat and Supermicro ticket discussion.  They’ve escalated it to a Level 2 Engineer,

who should be in contact.  NVIDIA Ref:   200719-000216.

https://nvidia.custhelp.com/app/ask
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Mike, Andrew Mon, Jul 13, 2020, 2:06:22 PM EDT

David-

Understood. We will stand by here for their response. Let us know if you have any questions, and enjoy your vacation!

Regards,

Andrew Mike RHCE RHCVA

Senior Technical Support Engineer

NA Global Support Services, Red Hat Inc.

Contact us:https://access.redhat.com/support/contact/

Reply

Vaitekunas, David Fri, Jul 10, 2020, 9:58:40 AM EDT

I have opened a ticket with NVIDIA.

FYI:  I will be on vacation from 14 to 24 July.

Reply

Clark, Brandon Mon, Jul 6, 2020, 10:59:06 AM EDT

Hello again,

Speaking with a senior back-line engineer, they have mention that the Nvidia graphical drivers handle certain aspects of

power management when installed. As a proactive measure, they have recommended reaching out to Nvidia support, parallel to

this case, to determine if any of these aspects may be interfering with Xserver performance. Should they determine that

the issue is occurring from the OS side, provide their technical analysis to the case.

In addition, VirtualGL is not provided in any of our main repositories and, as such, issues involving this fall outside of

the scope of support coverage. You can find more information regarding SoSC in the following link:

The Production Support Scope of Coverage and Production Support Service Level Agreement

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

https://access.redhat.com/solutions/98263
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Vaitekunas, David Thu, Jul 2, 2020, 2:08:02 PM EDT

(replying to Clark, Brandon)

> Hello again,

>

> It should be noted that there should be no expectation of feature parity between RHEL 6 and RHEL 7. In regards to the

GUI, this is due to the fact that GNOME 3 was completely built from the ground up instead of being based on the previous

major version (GNOME 2). As such, any particular behavior that you may have observed in GNOME 2/RHEL 6 may possibly not

happen in GNOME 3/RHEL 7.

>

> In addition, can you confirm if you are utilizing an NVidia graphics card on the system? If this is the case, are you

utilizing the proprietary NVidia driver or the Nouveau driver that is shipped with RHEL?

>

> Brandon Clark, RHCE

> Red Hat Global Support Services

Hi Brandon,

I can confirm that I am using an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 card and the latest production NVIDIA driver (Driver Version:

440.82).  The nouveau driver has been disabled:

[david@ntcs-dev64-5 ~]$ cat /etc/default/grub

GRUB_TIMEOUT=60

GRUB_DISTRIBUTOR="$(sed ’s, release .*$,,g’ /etc/system-release)"

GRUB_DEFAULT=saved

GRUB_DISABLE_SUBMENU=true

GRUB_TERMINAL_OUTPUT="console"

GRUB_CMDLINE_LINUX="crashkernel=auto spectre_v2=retpoline rhgb quiet rd.driver.blacklist=nouveau nouveau.modeset=0"

GRUB_DISABLE_RECOVERY="true"
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Vaitekunas, David Thu, Jul 2, 2020, 2:02:49 PM EDT

Just a quick update:

1.  The previous job, which I managed to get to stay on high usage, finished (by locking the screen from within the

office).

2.  Ran a yum update (which included a 1027 kernel update) and rebooted.

3.  Started a new set of jobs (remotely from home), and with repeated attempts to lock the screen, was unable to achieve

high CPU usage.

4.  Suspecting it to be time related, I called into the office to get someone to lock the screen (locally at the machine),

while I monitored ’top’ (usage) from a remote SSH.  After a few attempts (I would unlock the screen through a VNC session,

they would lock the screen at the computer), we managed to get it locked while maintaining high CPU usage.

This definitely indicates there to be a timing problem with the task management layer of the OS, probably in unison with

the Intel Xeon Core hardware interface.  Not the most practical work around (above) but something we can at least work

with until someone can figure this out...

Question:  does RedHat support the usage of Virtual GL:

I did configure and use this on our rhel6 machine (ntcs_dev64-3) but was unable to get this to work ’smoothly’ on the

rhel7 machine (ntcs_dev64-4) when first installed, but that was a few years ago.

https://centos.pkgs.org/7/epel-x86_64/VirtualGL-

2.5.2-1.el7.x86_64.rpm.html

Reply

Clark, Brandon Thu, Jul 2, 2020, 2:02:15 PM EDT

Hello again,

It should be noted that there should be no expectation of feature parity between RHEL 6 and RHEL 7. In regards to the GUI,

this is due to the fact that GNOME 3 was completely built from the ground up instead of being based on the previous major

version (GNOME 2). As such, any particular behavior that you may have observed in GNOME 2/RHEL 6 may possibly not happen

in GNOME 3/RHEL 7.

In addition, can you confirm if you are utilizing an NVidia graphics card on the system? If this is the case, are you

utilizing the proprietary NVidia driver or the Nouveau driver that is shipped with RHEL?

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services
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https://centos.pkgs.org/7/epel-x86_64/VirtualGL-2.5.2-1.el7.x86_64.rpm.html
https://centos.pkgs.org/7/epel-x86_64/VirtualGL-2.5.2-1.el7.x86_64.rpm.html
https://centos.pkgs.org/7/epel-x86_64/VirtualGL-2.5.2-1.el7.x86_64.rpm.html
https://access.redhat.com/support/cases/#/case/02689702/discussion?commentId=a0a2K00000VNEzpQAH
https://access.redhat.com/support/cases/#/case/02689702/discussion?commentId=a0a2K00000VNEzQQAX


Vaitekunas, David Tue, Jun 30, 2020, 4:58:12 PM EDT

Attached file to this case.SleepingProcesses-no2.mp4 (44.3 MB)

SHA-256

Description

Another movie showing the behavior

648d7c32d665a46c9e8d984433ce146348fb172eacf414dc9bbf9dbb1ceaf71b 

Delete

Vaitekunas, David Tue, Jun 30, 2020, 4:58:04 PM EDT

Hi Brandon,

Thanks for taking on my ticket.  Just a couple of points to add:

Our XApp is rendering to Frame Buffer Objects (i.e., off-screen rendering objects in OpenGL), so these should continue to

make high CPU/GPU usage regardless of whether the screen is locked, and when things do ’work’ (i.e., sometimes on the

first lock, sometimes after a few lock/unlock attempts, sometimes never) we do see > 95% usage throughout the locked

sessions.   I am uploading another movie from today:

-  it shows no problems with our rhel6 system (screen locked, > 95% usage)

-  I actually managed to get the rhe7 system to stay high after a couple of attempts (just now) - and highlighted how the

misbehavior might be associated with a black flash in the display as I lock the screen

Will be interested to hear your reasoning now...
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https://attachments.access.redhat.com/hydra/rest/cases/02689702/attachments/2317852e-c70c-499f-9c6a-f2f2cbe58046
https://access.redhat.com/support/cases/#/case/02689702/discussion?attachmentId=a092K000025HNjBQAW
https://access.redhat.com/support/cases/#/case/02689702/discussion?commentId=a0a2K00000VMmZlQAL


Clark, Brandon Tue, Jun 30, 2020, 4:16:51 PM EDT

Hello,

My name is Brandon and I am with the Desktop specialty group. I will be taking over this case.

In regards to the behavior you are observing: When the screen is locked, the Xserver enters a standby state and is not

actively rendered. As such, any graphical applications that are in active use when the screen is locked may take longer to

process graphical updates as the Xserver is only passively updating. This explains why the CPU utilization is dropping

when the screen is locked, as the applications are not constantly updating the output on the GUI portion of itself.

To change this particular behavior would require a fundamental change to both the Xorg-X11 server (for RHEL 7) in addition

to the Wayland compositor (in RHEL 8). As RHEL 7 is currently in Maintenance Phase I at this time, no feature requests are

being accepted for future minor versions. You can find out more about RHEL’s Lifecycle in the following link:

Red Hat Enterprise Linux Life Cycle

Brandon Clark, RHCE

Red Hat Global Support Services

https://access.redhat.com/support/policy/updates/errata
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Vaitekunas, David Sat, Jun 27, 2020, 2:00:24 PM EDT

Attached file to this case.SleepingProcesses-no1.mp4 (40.2 MB)

SHA-256

Description SaveCancel

a58b27112ee31b6edca4924432ae2f604bcb67e71d37a8e8877fca9ad7109d8b 

Delete

Vaitekunas, David Sat, Jun 27, 2020, 2:00:16 PM EDT

Attached file to this case.pcp-logs.tgz (1.8 MB)

SHA-256

Description

pcp-zeroconf logs

11426e71b78f2a61cbee0dd615794c178ce1b1acb189a8d3f0246adbdfd31cc6 

Delete
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